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Welcome You All 

First of all understand that clearing any exam is not rocket science but it is just an art. Once you learn that 

art, clear any exam you are appearing for. With every day passing, exams are becoming more and more 

difficult to pass. Don't just appear for exam blindly without properly understanding the nature of it. We have 

ample amount of data available to know what happened in previous exams and how can we plan for next 

exam. 

No exam is difficult once know how to clear exam rather than how to score marks in exams. 

Bank Exams are divided in 3 sections in Prelim i.e. Quant, Reasoning and English. In mains it is divided in 

4-6 sections. i.e. Quant, Reasoning, English, General Awareness, Computer and Descriptive test. In 

Interview (Interview only or GD+ Interview) 

Here I will talk from SCRATCH! 

Quantitative Aptitude: -  

We all have studied basic maths till 10 Std in school. We just need to build everything on that basement. 

Many People say my quant section is not good or l am not good in quant Just ask yourself, How many times 

you solved questions from Basic maths to clear concepts. If you have not cleared basic concepts from any 

book or online source, then how can you go ahead for difficult arithmetic or concept based Data 

interpretation Questions. 

Again here i am not telling you to solve all chapters of Quant but you can focus on below important topics: 

Percentage 

Profit & Loss 

Ratio n Proportion   

Partnership 

Work and Time 

SI & CI 

Speed Time & Distance 

Problems on Trains, Boats and Streams 

Probability 

Ages 

Even if you do these 8-9 chapters really well then you heed not to worry about Quant Section. 
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IBPS will give you bonus marks in the form of 

Approximation 

Simplification 

Quadratic Equation 

Number Series. 

You need to focus on these sections first in examination. It will easily give you 12-14 marks. 

Now comes the, part of DI. If you are good in calculations and cleared concepts from above Chapters , then 

you can solve at least 10-12 questions from 3 Dis given. One of the Dl will be easier one for sure and you 

can target that one. 

Again comes Arithmetic questions and in prelims you can easily solve 2-3 of them if you Studied basic 

chapters. So this way you can grab minimum 20 marks. SO you aim in Prelims to score at least 20 marks in 

Quant. Here, as you practice more, your speed will increase. To improve your accuracy, keep giving mocks 

and check how many going wrong and next time do not do the same mistakes. Many People are worried 

about their attempts. I suggest you not to focus on attempts. Don't think that my attempts are less and I 

should go for more. It will hamper your chances of clearing prelims. 

I never attempted more than 70 question in Prelims but cleared all exams because focused more on accuracy 

and not the attempts. Important to note that don't just rely on Short tricks by watching some YouTube 

videos. Days are gone when all questions are based on short tricks and calculation only. Now almost all 

questions are concept based and most importantly you cannot solve Dis in main with short tricks, there you 

need understanding the concepts. So 

GO BACK TO BASICS AND SOLVE MANY QUESTIONS FROM PERTICULAR TOPIC 

to be more confident and comfortable in Quant. 

Again Keep in mind that we are not here to do Phd in Quant, We just need to clear exams. That's It! 

Reasoning: 

Reasoning means to use your logic. We all have that logic to think about the given Situation and find out 

solutions, Our logic sharpens only when we practice it a lot. In Prelims, nowadays, paper is mostly divided 

into two sections. 

Puzzles & Seating Arrangements for 20-25 marks 

Misc. Questions for 10-15 marks 

Here you can initially target on misc. portion if you are not confident about puzzles. 

Syllogism 
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Coding- Decoding 

Blood Relations 

Order Ranking 

Distance and Direction 

Misc. 

Anyone with little practice can solve 14-15 questions based on above topics but many are busy in puzzles in 

exam. Everybody has different strategy but here I Suggest not to attempt puzzles & Seating Arrangements at 

the beginning. If you are stuck in any puzzle & Seating Arrangements then your whole paper will get 

disturbed. 

In Prelims, There will always be at least* one easy puzzle & Seating Arrangements , one medium and other 

difficult. Why not to target easy and medium level puzzles & Seating Arrangements. This way you can 

easily score minimum 23-24 marks in reasoning. 

Again here accuracy matters. Don't just be over confident and marks anything you feel. Many times what 

you felt isn't the correct one in reasoning. Here you need to practice many misc. questions and puzzles & 

Seating Arrangements. Daily solve as many puzzles & Seating Arrangements as you can. 

Now the total comes (25 to 27 in Quant)+ (25 to 28 in Reasoning)= 50 to 55 Marks 

English: 

Many candidates have English-phobia. Don't know why? 

Is it just because of they are not from English background ? Not good in grammar? good in vocab? 

I think English can not be improved in a day or week unlike Quant or Reasoning Learning English is a 

continuous process. Again here remember that we just need to clear and not to do Phd in English. 

How can you score in English then? 

if you look at the questions asked in recent exams in English section are: 

Cloze test 

Error Detection 

Phrase replacement 

Word/sentence rearrangement 

idiom Based Question 

Fill in the blanks/ Double Fillers 
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Para Jumble 

Tell me do you need Grammar in Cloze test or double fillers? No. it doesn't You just need to understand the 

essence of paragraph given and with simple logic you can fill the gap. Attempt Cloze test first. 

 To attempt error detection, you will need to know basic of English grammar. You can study from any 10th 

level English grammar book to understand it. Vocab can be improved only after reading, remembering 

and re-using words in daily life. 

One cannot improve vocab by imply mugging up words. After few day you forget but you are using them in 

daily life or daily writing, you will never forget them. Read as much as you can from Newspaper, books, 

novels or any other source. Write at least 10-15 lines daily if you have time. Simple dairy you can keep with 

you to write thing about yourself or anything you like. If you understood the paragraph well, you can mark 

correct answers in cloze test. Next blanks and filers are easily doable by understanding the sentence itself. 

With more focus on basic grammar and reading enough, one can easily score 18- 20 marks in English 

Section. 

Now your total comes 50-55 (Quant Reasoning) + 18 to 20 English= 68 to 75. 

isn't that score enough to clear Prelims? 

I always focused more on clearing exams by understanding its nature rather than worrying or Doing Phd in 

particular section of exam. So you can focus on proper plan as how to attempt exam. Before exam, I always 

used to have target in my mind anyhow I need to clear exam. I would not bother about attempt but accuracy. 

I always thought that exam I not about one particular section but is a mix of 3 sections. If one section is 

difficult in exam then be careful in another section and try to minimize negative mark and compensate the 

loss in previous section to clear overall cut off. I know exams are tough nowadays but remember you are 

tougher than exams if you realise. This is what all about section wise strategy but important thing many 

forget is how to play mind game during preparations, during examinations and after examinations. 

During preparations: 

You need to be very much focused and with full concentration. It doesn't matter how many hours you study, 

only productive preparation matters. Don't just be blind and spend hours and hours on YouTube videos. 

Select one or two good channels or Offline & Online Classes and prepaře. Always get some tips and 

guidance who actually cleared exams and who know what kind of exams are nowadays otherwise there are 

many YouTube channels & Classes those who did not clear any exams but still giving many lectures. 

During Examination in Exam Hall: 

One day before l used to relax and forget study. It used to refresh and rejuvenate me. It clears all the tension 

that build up in last few months during preparation Just breathe long and slowly. Remain confident all time 

and not to panic thinking how the paper will be. I used to close my eyes and forget everything about exam 

and not look here and there. It makes you calm and bring peace. Being calm in exam hall is more important 
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than your preparations, Even if you have prepared well for 6 months and getting afraid and losing control in 

exam hall, it's of no use. 

BE COOLAS ICE IN EXAM HALL 

After Examinations: 

Take a break of a day or two and start preparing for mains rather than wasting time in predicting cut off and 

result dates. If you clear prelims, then it's good you can go for mains with more confidence. If you have not 

cleared, just don't get worried and keep preparations for other exams. It is not necessary that you should 

clear all exams in first attempts. Don't waste time predicting next notifications. Just utilise that time in 

analysing what went wrong exam and try to avoid that mistake in next one. 

This is all about the PRELIM exam.I will be writing detailed strategy for MAINS in next article. 

If you want more guidance and want me to share my experience, 

Please join me by subscribíng my Youtube channel SMARTLY BY SSB INSTITUTE 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCRIeCAy1qvCOiyZeFbiAcvw 

U can also share your experience with us on :-  

Whatsapp :- 0-83026-55216 

Facebook :- Smartlybyssb  
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